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Abstract—With the rapid development of China's economics and society, We continuously strengthen the consciousness of democracy. In recent years, The "supervising politics by TV" is in full swing. Its political effects and good social repercussions in the construction of democratic politics explore a new effective channel. In the way of building an innovative country, There will be a failure to innovation, encouraging innovation will tolerate failure. This article analyzes the pros and cons of "supervising politics by TV" , discussed the the balance strategy of the accountability and the fault-tolerant.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The results of the leadership of the organization affect the development of the organization in the management, to being investigated for responsibility is to track the leaders whether or not perform their duties, according to the performance of the leadership whether or not reward dutiful cadres and punish malfeasance cadres. “tolerating mistakes” is to permit or tolerate mistakes within a certain range. [1]

In the way of constructing innovative countries, and now there will be a failure to innovation, encouraging innovation will tolerate failure, "tolerance" should be how to build? Let's start with "Supervising politics by TV".

II. THE PROS AND CONS OF "SUPERVISING POLITICS BY TV"

"supervising politics by TV" is a live show from Wuhan TV station. In 2011, under the leading of the Ruan chengfa, Wuhan television created a live show, which the privately video is showed by the television broadcast at first, and then the relevant officials should be accepted the questioned by the host, viewers, commentators and experts at the scene. Over the past five years, at the scene of the broadcast, the size of various problems and sharp questions have been exposed, the words of Wuhan officials, such as "self-blame, guilt, I'm sorry", and so on frequently appeared in the media. the television live show attracted the attention of the country, this kind of new form of official accountability, has appeared in Hubei, Hunan, Guangdong, Henan and other provinces.

A. The benefit of "supervising politics by TV"

The benefit of "supervising politics by TV" has the following several aspects:

First is to provide a face-to-face communication with the manager. this is a good initiative which encourages the masses participation and strengthen the social supervision. In the face of the citizens and the people in front of the TV, local officials have to be serious, honest and answer the issues involved vital interest of the people's livelihood, if they spoke against the facts or made a perfunctory
answer, the audience will respond by raising crying face card, the experts from the Chinese academy of social sciences and universities will knock down ruthlessly, this communication light and resolve the resentment of the heart of the grass-roots.

The second is the government actively exposed problems, it reflect the sincerity of the ego change. it let common people, media evaluate work of the government, points out the insufficiencies of proposing, expose problems under the eyes, this way of management show the courage and wisdom of local rulers, reflects the ruling idea of "no small matter" of the people's livelihood. some long pending and the strong problems are solved by " supervising politics by TV ".

The last is to promote construction of the socialist democratic politics. The Tv show enhance and improve the government's work based on the tenet of "the people say, the people involved in, the people supervise", Socialist democracy is the country's political system, its essence and core is that the people are masters of the country, the all power belongs to the people of the country. People have the right to manage the affairs of the state and society, it has a important role in promoting China's socialist democratic political construction in the new period.

B. The cons of "supervising politics by TV"

The cons of "supervising politics by TV" has the following several aspects:

The first is political risk control should be properly. Socialist democratic politics is not the west so-called "great democracy", "street democracy" and "universal value", according to the specific conditions of democratic political construction is not achieved overnight. It need good politician to director how to show a great drama in the high-quality goods of the construction of the socialist democratic politics.

The second is the conflict between groups, this may upset the relevant departments, a government official said: "at first, we are worried about, we make this thing, it will be affected when they give us a vote in the future. "

The last is the depth of the "supervising politics by TV" is not enough. it is still in a shallow level, the frequency is limited, it is still far from normal. it is driven by the will of the major leaders.

III. THE EFFECT OF ACCOUNTABILITY TO MAIN LEADERSHIP

Since 2011, the "supervising politics by TV" began to be implemented ,after the next year, in 2012, about 1000 companies in the city in Wuhan were investigated, city survey resulted show that the respondents expressed satisfaction. Wuhan administrative efficiency was greatly improved in recent years, the investment environment changed rapidly, it accelerated economic and social development, the results were remarkable.

The problem in the "supervising politics by TV" is often a reflection of the "tip of the iceberg", it is just a way of working, to solve the problem after the TV show reflect "the crisis of the implementation." the government officials solve the problem in the final ,they should begin from the exposure of the problem, rather than just focus on local exposure.

No matter the "supervising politics by TV" or in other way, there still have many problems in the main responsibility for accountability. in order to guarantee the effect of "accountability", we will have to be ready to supervision in advance prevention, matter processing, afterwards accountability.

IV. A BALANCED STRATEGY OF THE ACCOUNTABILITY AND THE FAULT-TOLERANT

So how to balance the accountability and the fault-tolerant:
A. *Carry forward the spirit of innovation on the public propaganda*

In 37 years, in reform and opening up, many of those who dare to do took responsibility and paid the price, while many reform has the collision with the current national laws and regulations, some cadres at the grass-roots level argued that reform was difficult, they produced the fear and dared not to rush to try, so as to the enthusiasm of reform was affected. Now we are faced with the international and domestic situation which is more complex, to open up is inevitably involved in innovation, but "eat crabs" boldly is likely to make mistakes. In order to encourage the bold exploration, we have to form the social atmosphere which was not afraid of failures and mistakes.

B. *Establish the "negative list" of accountability*

It is restricted to certain without accountability, about the establishment of fault tolerant mechanism would have started a pilot in the forefront cities of reform and opening up, such as Shenzhen, etc.

Fault tolerance mechanism is to ensure the "leader" of open innovation does not become the "scapegoat", tolerance of failure is to encourage bold reform and innovation, and to establish the "negative list" system for accountability is very necessary.

C. *To distinguish carefully to treat "fault tolerance" of leadership decision-making*

Some sceptics worry which fault-tolerant mechanism will aggravate the waste of resource, the government officials of Chongqing fully absorb the public opinion through fully considering the situation, the scope of "fault tolerance" of relating precise terms is to be limited, they set up a "firewall" to prevent corruption [4]. and government specific investment decision-making behavior mistakes do not belong to the scope of "fault tolerance".

D. *Continue to strengthen the accountability system*

In normal tolerating miss and encouraging innovation, at the same time, we will continue to strengthen the accountability system, Now it is the time to continue the this handle "sword" of accountability, let those leading cadres who want to do their own benefits and ignore the interests of the masses change bad style.

All in all, in our great innovation and the social practice of ongoing reform, only we hold in a dagger accountability "sword" ,at the same time, grasp the limits of "fault tolerance" to promote the success of our cause.
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